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Most of us surely have some favourite things in our houses, they are what make it our home
– perhaps a family heirloom, carefully chosen pictures or pottery that remind us of people,
places or holidays; but how often do we actually pause near them and reflect, or have
they just become background?
WH Davies the welsh poet wrote:

What is life if, full of care
we have no time to stop and stare

I pondered those lines for a while last week as I circulated with my duster and related them
to this current lockdown. Most of us probably now have more time to stop and stare, maybe out of the window at the birds on the feeders or the plants pushing up through the frozen soil, but I spent a little while actually standing in front of my pictures and feeling again
the joy in the choosing, holding bowls and admiring the textures and craftmanship, and
the picture painted by a friend I have not seen in 3 years. Books can conjure up the
where and why’s, read on a sandy beach, school A level literature (in the mists of time!) or
a photobook, a gift of my long holiday down under. Even a favourite plate to serve a solitary afternoon tea. Such things give a much needed fillip.
I know I’m privileged to have only myself to please, no children to home school, work from
home or keep more balls in the air than ever, but this enforced go slow has proved for me
in some ways a positive experience. Busy as you may be, I encourage you to take a short
break…to stop and stare…it is good for our souls. Ed.

Village Lottery Winner

March: Jude Oliver-Jones

Thank you for supporting us
Tickets continue to be available in Our Village Shop or from me, Pauline Care 860969.
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Services – St Peters Filkins
Sunday 7th March – 9am Holy Communion
Easter Sunday 4th April – 10.30am Holy Communion

Register with sally.peach@mail.com or 07918 720610
Open for Private Prayer Thursdays 9-12, Sundays 12 – Dusk
For our online and church services see: www.svbb.org.uk
I love to see the signs of spring popping up around us. Spring in Filkins is heralded by the
most amazing display of snowdrops along the wooded footpath beyond Rouses Lane. These
are followed by crocuses and there are always daffodils in time to St David’s Day on 1st
March. This year, as the spring begins to blossom, there is a real feeling of hope that a better
time is coming after a very tough year.

The Bible gives a wonderful promise of new growth: “The desert and the parched land will be
glad; the wilderness will rejoice and blossom.” (Isaiah 35:1). It was written to a people who
had also been going through a really tough time and needed strengthening to face the future.
The passage continues: “Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way; say
to those with fearful hearts, ‘Be strong, do not fear; your God will come”.
As we look towards the next few months, we may find times when we feel a bit weak at the
knees and we may sometimes have fearful hearts, but we can know that God is with us and
knows our hopes and fears. So we can take small steps forward confident of his care and
look forward to the full colour of summer when it eventually arrives
Take care and God Bless, Revd Margot Hodson, Filkins Vicarage

Need a chat?
Hopefully, it will soon be possible to meet each other in-person again. In the meantime, if you
would like to talk to either of the clergy we welcome phone calls and emails to keep in
touch. Margot is available on Sunday, Wednesday and Thursday and Harry is available any
day apart from Friday.
Rev’d Margot Hodson
01367 860555
margothodson@svbb.org.uk

Rev’d Harry MacInness
01993 845954
harrymacinnes@yahoo.co.uk
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The residents of our village will, hopefully by now, be appreciating the lovely colours of daffodils, crocus, iris reticulata, muscari, tulips, and other spring flowers. In contrast, as I was
thinking about the Newsletter in early February, I suggested that we looked at trees – their
shapes; the patterns of their bark before the leaves start to open and those with flowers or
catkins. I hope these photographs from members inspire you to do the same when you go
on your walks or spend more time in your garden as spring arrives.

If you live in the village, you are very welcome to join our informal and friendly Gardening
Club. For further information please talk to any current member – there are over 50 of us in
the village - look on the Filkins website under Leisure or contact me on 01367 860282 or
lucille68@btinternet.com

Happy gardening, Lucille
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Notes from the PC meeting 10th February 2021
Like the vaccination programme, the Village Centre refurbishment plans are on
schedule! So if we are allowed to swim in groups this year, you will have brand new
changing and toilet facilities to enjoy. The dilemma now is whether to install a pump
in the cellar to keep the rising water level down to one foot deep. The cellar has
been waterlogged for a long time with no seeming ill effects and the pump cost is
£730. The PC is checking back to our recent surveyor’s report and will discuss again
at the next meeting as opinions are divided among even local experts about the
long-term effect of the water.
Alan Heath on behalf of the shop reiterated their enthusiasm for taking over the Post
Office area on a permanent and rent-paying basis, which would not obviate the village having another post office facility in the future and which would allow the shop
to increase its range of goods. It was agreed by the PC. Alan also mentioned that
the shop is fundraising for a new bench outside the front of the centre.
Local councillor Suzi Coull joined us again, reporting that the upcoming budget discussions dominate the District Council, with Covid recovery plans still ongoing and
some robust conversations around planning. Which also happens in the Parish Council meetings, mostly due to work being done outside the scope of the original planning permission.
The plans for tidying up the cemetery continue slowly, mostly due to the difficulty in
obtaining three quotes. The idea is to trim the avenue of trees, put some hardcore
down, put gravel down either side to the sundial and cut the trees back on the left
hand side whose branches are overhanging the graves. It’s estimated this is three or
four days work. Quotes so far range from £2700 to £3100, whereas the PC has budgeted just £1600, although we could top it up with some of the village of the Year
monies as it is a community project.
If we replace the street lights near Holloway Cottage and up Rouses Lane, we will be
halfway towards replacing all village lighting with more cost effective versions. We
have £1200 in the budget and have been quoted £994.83 for the work plus one new
bracket.
The ongoing story of the fruit trees outside Bulls Close continues. Chris Carter from
Colvin & Moggridge kindly advised the meeting on replacements. He stated that the
double flowered wild cherry might be an option as it is sterile and doesn’t produce
fruit. These trees could reach a height of 7 m (24 ft) so taller than the present ones
and they will create slightly more shade for the neighbouring front gardens. Otherwise, there isn’t a huge amount of choice of small trees which don’t drop fruit. He
noted that the verges are full of services which could make planting complicated
and means we should talk to the OCC re safe removal of the existing trees. It was
agreed to consult with Bulls Close residents
An unsolved mystery which required the help of villagers - the whereabouts of the
Filkins sign that used to be sited at the Burford end of the village – is no nearer being
solved but the possibility of a replacement being commissioned is closer. WODC said
they won’t replace the sign until they are assured it did exist at one time. Now we h
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Continued/….
have located a picture of the sign, thanks to Richard Martin which can prove its existence, though no one knows who spirited it away. WODC is also looking to repair the
white bridge/railings over the brook towards Goodfellows while a meeting re the
Bund will take place after lockdown ends and the willows at the environment pond
will be pollarded in mid March.
Noelle Walsh

PATH WARDEN
We need your help! Do you enjoy walking the footpaths around Filkins & Broughton
Poggs?We are looking for a new path warden – so could you spare a little time when you
are beating the boundaries….
The Path Warden job entails reporting on a specific OCC site - wayleave markers that are
missing, problems with blocked paths, stiles that need repairing. When reported OCC will
contact landowners for any repairs etc.
If you think this could be for you please contact the Clerk: Cris Hoad filkinsclerk@hotmail.com
From Robert CourtsI know how challenging 2020 was for all of us and that, in some ways, 2021 feels all
too familiar. However, though we may be in lockdown now, there is light at the end
of the tunnel. With three vaccines now approved for use in the UK, including our own
local Oxford/AstraZeneca jab, we are now well on the way to vaccinating our top
four priority groups in record time. At the time of writing, over 10 million people have
been vaccinated and this grows every day. This is a hugely significant achievement
which is testament to the inspirational leadership that has been shown by local NHS
organisations', GPs and health coordinators. This, along with longer days, lighter evenings and the beginning of a beautiful West Oxfordshire spring is sure to lift spirits in
this challenging time.
I have seen the excellent work of everyone at our local vaccination hubs for myself.
The professionalism and efficiency they are showing is proving everyone’s dedication
to this vital cause. I am also encouraged that so many people across West Oxon are
taking up the vaccine when offered. It is this dedication and resolve which speaks to
me in these challenging times and shows me that we will overcome this.
We are also once again seeing the huge outpouring of community spirit and good
will that warmed us all in 2020. I would encourage everyone to check in on family,
friends and neighbours, particularly those who may live alone, the vulnerable and
those separated from their loved ones. Sometimes even just a phone call can do the
world of good.
My team and I continue to work hard from home on your behalf and we remain accessible throughout lockdown. Please do not hesitate to get in touch at robert@robertcourts.co.uk if there is anything at all we can do.
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KENNETH (KEN) RICHARDS
August 1948 – January 2021
Sadly another ‘village boy’ has died. Kenneth Richards known as Ken died at the beginning
of January this year aged 72. He was the eldest child of five siblings, three boys and two
girls.
The family moved from Newton Abbot, Devon to The Clock House at Manor Farm, Broughton Poggs where his father had a job on the farm for Mr Pearce in 1955. Ken attended Filkins
school and can be seen below, on the left with my brother David on the right. They are looking quite serious but the photo was taken at the school which may explain it!

Ken was a member of the church choir and is seen in the centre front at this Choir outing
with Rev Bernard Chick in the 60s.

After leaving Burford school Ken initially worked on the farm in Broughton but later obtained a position as manager on a farm at Oxford as he loved the outdoor life of shooting
and ferreting, and became Oxfordshire champion at clay pigeon shooting and also enjoyed
motoring sports, speedway riding at Weymouth. He met and married Nicky who sadly
died of cancer in 2013. Around this time Ken became ill with Kennedy’s disease which
robbed him of his mobility but his mind stayed alert. It was this same disease which his
younger brother Steven died of in 2017.
Diane Blackett
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The Shop had a very successful Christmas supplying turkeys and other seasonal
products. We continue to extend our range of products and since the last update we have introduced a range of frozen foods from locally owned Mustard
Foods. HOT OFF THE PRESS – Mustard Foods have just introduced smaller sachets with 2-3 servings, you can see the range if you come to the shop and if
you let us know what you would like to try this will help us match our order to
your preferences.
We continue to get sourdough delivered from Lynwoods every Monday morning and also proving popular are Lynwood’s ground and bean coffee packs,
as well as their range of teas.
Another brand new venture, in response to demand from our customers, is to
reintroduce Cook Foods which we sold regularly in the past. Unfortunately they
will still not supply a commercial order of less than £800 but we can get a personal order delivered free of charge. We plan to place a monthly order on the
1st of each month so you need to get an order in by the last day of the previous month. Since we will be passing these orders on at cost we will make a
nominal 20p charge per item. Check their website for menus.
We are currently renting the post office space from the Parish Council with a
view to making this a permanent arrangement. This extra space would allow us
to further develop our product range and we would be interested to have
your input, bearing in mind the need to turnover products fairly quickly to avoid
waste.
As well as returning a healthy surplus in 2019-20 we have just passed the £2000
mark for our charity donations in the last 12 months - £1070 for Wear It Pink,
£400 for the village playground, £400 for the Poppy Appeal and £135 for Helen
& Douglas House. From February we will be raising money to buy a new bench
for the Village Centre, but please let us know if there is a local charity which
you think is worthy of our support.
The Food Bank continues to operate in the Shop with Don and Moira picking
up a box every two/three weeks to take to Witney where it is very gratefully received.
As you can see the Shop Committee has been very pro-active in attempting to
continue to develop its role in the community and we would like to thank all
our volunteers and customers for their continued and enhanced support.
Alan Heath
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EASTER SCARECROW TRAIL
Why not take part in our Easter Scarecrow Trail?
The Advent Windows were such a success we hope to follow this with another fun display of scarecrows or scare bunnies to be
displayed from Saturday 3rd to Saturday 10th April.

If you would like to take part, please email Stfilica@hotmail.com with
your name and address. We will collate a list and add you to the trail
map. The theme of course is Easter and we will be asking for people to
vote for their favourite entry ...so get your thinking caps on. A map will
be placed in the bus shelter and shop and will also be available to download from the St Filica website. The winner will be announced in the May
Newsletter.
Michelle Woodworth

Volunteer Doctor & Hospital Runs
In the first instance those requiring a lift should call Theo Hodges on
07711 066155 and she will put you in touch with a driver. If Theo is for
any reason unavailable, then please call either Freda Shrouder on
07557 048667 or 01367 860053 or else Charlie Payne on 07810 158558 or
01367 860529.
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This month a memory of early travels from
Gill Allison. I can’t help thinking that 11 year
olds were more intrepid then than now.

Off on my own
Travel brochures are adult wish catalogues but the real top-shelf travel writing is in the
Saturday newspapers and it was there, a few years ago, that we found a holiday in Norway. The stand out memory jogger was a picture of red cabins nestled along a rocky
fjord.

I had first stayed in a fjord-side cabin on my first foreign holiday, decades ago in the
1950s. Aged 11, I travelled alone on a ship of the Fred Olsen Line from Newcastle to Oslo,
where, met by Mr. Arnesen, a business acquaintance of my father, we drive south down
the Oslo Fjord to join the rest of the family for the month of August. The pen friend exchange with the eldest child Lillebit would continue well into adulthood but that day we
were strangers conversing in, for her, halting English, a foreign language to her younger
brother and sister. This lack of common language was no barrier to my relationship with
six-year-old Anna- Barbro. On several occasions we walked two or three kilometers
through pine trees to the local farm for supplies, communicating in the myriad ways
which children devise to overcome language barriers.
That sunny summer was so unlike my usual holidays in the West Country. The family cabin,
which, a decade before had been occupied by German troops, was fairly basic. No
running water. An outside privy in a shed. Ablutions in the sea with special soap for seawater. Water for consumption and cooking came in large drums which Mr. Arnesen carted from the farm twice a week in his Maigret style Citroen, suspension barely clearing the
woodside tracks. Indoors, we youngsters climbed ladders to the bedrooms in the roof.
Perched on a rock the location gave easy access for swimming, fishing and boating and
long light evenings made for card games and fun outdoors round the supper table. I
loved it.
There were sights to visit, many of which stuck in my memory, to be jolted into clarity on
adult visits to Norway. Along the coast the whaling ships in Sandefjord would be consigned to museums in a few short years whereas, back in Oslo, there were sights which
were quite new to Norwegians. The bulk of the City Hall sited on the waterside dominates the skyline. It had been opened a short time before, subject to some controversy
and was the first memory opened when I flew into Oslo in the 1990s. The Kon-Tiki Museum held the raft which had crossed the Pacific in 1947. I saw it and was prompted to
read my parents’ copy of Thor Heyerdahl’s account of that expedition.
Of all the memories, my trip to Bergen was so strong we had to visit again. Bergen was
the last port of call for 11 year old me. My father had secured a return berth on a ship
sailing from Bergen and to reach it I travelled on an overnight sleeper, sharing a cabin,
completely unfazed by the experience. Mr. Arnesen’s cousin met me and took me to
the harbour fish market for breakfast, and then up the funicular railway for a amazing
panoramic view before making sure I embarked for England.
Safely home, I learnt that my grandmothers had counselled against this journey but I felt
secure, loved the independence and gained deep and lasting memories.
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Cocktail Time!
The idea for this month’s submission came from none other than our lovely Ed!
During a recent G&T ‘virtual’ drinks party with Jane, we were discussing how
wonderful it is going to be when we can get together.. the weather improves..
and life regains some form of normality. She suggested that the occasional
Cocktail might cheer us up in the interim! So below are a few favourites of us
and our neighbours.. Warning: over 18’s only, please drink responsibly.

The G&T’s we were drinking during our chat were all made from the same Gin –
‘Big Grin’. I would not normally promote a specific company or product, but
this cocktail recipe came from the new Big Grin Gin company at the Upton
Smokery, and apart from being delicious it is also local. The distillery and bottle
shop is behind the Firehouse at the Smokery (you can do your essential shop
there too, keeping it local and supporting a small business).

Big Gin French 75
This is a potent mix of Gin and bubbles to liven things up in your bubble!!! The
recipe suggests using champagne, but this works equally well with prosecco
2 parts Big Grin Gin (you can of course use other gin if you want but it might not
taste as good!)
2 parts champagne (or prosecco)
¾ parts fresh lemon juice
¾ parts simple syrup (1:1 sugar dissolved in water)
Twist of lemon rind for serving
Crushed Ice for mixing (2 or 3 cubes)
Mix the ice, gin, juice, and syrup together in a shaker
use a screw top jar if you don’t have a mixer)

(or

Strain into a champagne flute
Gently pour over the champagne or prosecco, give it a stir, and add the twist
of lemon skin.
Enjoy .. this slips down very well but we suggest that just one will do!
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Swallow Dive
We don’t know where the name for this comes from but who cares…is delicious!

1 measure vodka
1 tsp local honey
1 measure Chambord or Raspberry liqueur
4 fresh raspberries (plus 2 to serve)
Juice ½ lime
Ice
Shake all ingredients in a cocktail shaker and strain over crushed ice in a glass, alternatively, if crushed ice and shaker are not to hand, combine the ice with ingredients in a blender for 15 seconds which will do the trick. Garnish with two raspberries, or a lime slice.

Bay Breeze
If you are looking for something longer and refreshing, this will fit the bill – as the
name I think suggests!
2 measures vodka
4 measures cranberry juice
2 measures pineapple juice

¼ lime
Ice

Use a highball glass or similar, add ice, vodka and pineapple juice and stir. Then
add your cranberry juice, garnish with lime wedge, juicing some in if you wish.
Done! The pineapple juice is your sweetener in this cocktail so if you have a sweet
tooth, add a little more.
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Tuesday
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Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Morning
10 -11
10 –11
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Afternoon
3-4
3 –4
3 –4
3 –4
3 –4
3 –4

10 –12
10 –11
10 –11
10 –11
01367 860 239

Remember Veg Box Thursday.
Let Lynne know what you require by 5pm on Tuesday
evening, veg, fish and bread from the market and we
can deliver. savegelynne@gmail.com

STOP PRESS
As Julie Andrews famously sang in Mary Poppins, “Feed
the birds tuppence a bag.” Well times change and it
might cost a little more than tuppence (0.84p in new
money) but the Village Shop has just introduced bird
food – seed mix, peanuts and fat balls, in response to demand from a number of customers. Baz may have got a
bit carried away so the birds of Filkins are in for a real
feast !
This is the first of a number of new ranges of products the
Shop proposes to introduce following confirmation this
week that the Parish Council has agreed to rent us the
old Post Office space. Let us know what you would like
to see on the shelves.

Green/recycling

grey/household
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